
Special Report: Barriers to Digital Transformation 
Overcoming the Three Biggest Obstacles to Cloud Service Commerce  
PART 1: INTEGRATION

Confronting the sticker shock 
of SaaS integration costs—and 
finding a better way.
The idea of digital transformation is enticing. After all, who 
doesn’t want to inspire innovation and create new revenue-
driving business models? There almost always comes a point, 
however, when big-picture ideas hit a wall of hard realities. In 
the case of service providers looking to offer SaaS products, 
it’s usually the cost of integrating new software services. 

A single new cloud service can cost hundreds of thousands 
of dollars to integrate. Take that amount and multiply it by the 

number of applications in a robust SaaS product catalog and 
it’s clear to see why integration can stop any cloud commerce 
initiative in its tracks. Fortunately, a platform-based approach 
to integration can significantly lower the complexity, risk, 
and cost of selling the SaaS products that today’s business 
buyers want.

The Barriers to Digital Transformation Special Report was created to help you understand what 
your company needs to do to reach new customers and drive new revenue with a cloud service 
commerce initiative.
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Integration Is the Key to a Superior 
Customer Experience

Let’s start by talking about why it’s so important to ensure 
a seamless integration between SaaS solutions and 
your commerce platform. Today, there are already tens 
of thousands of business apps on the market and more 
launching every day. Unlike consumers, businesses don’t have 
time to manage their apps across many different portals and 
interfaces, entering the same user information across multiple 
apps every time they have an employee change, for example.

Plus, customers want a single invoice for the apps they 
purchase. The only way to accomplish this is to integrate each 
app you resell into your billing system. For instance, when 
you resell Microsoft Office 365 as a direct CSP, Microsoft 
expects your company to own the billing relationship with 
your customers, using your billing systems and software. 

To do this, you need to integrate your systems with Microsoft 
APIs so you can track customer transactions and bill 
accurately. To offer a broad range of cloud-based services to 
meet your customers’ varied business needs, you’ll need to 
integrate your systems with each of the cloud services you 
plan to offer.         

As you probably know from the effort it takes to introduce one 
of your own new services, the new product also needs to be 
incorporated into the entire customer lifecycle, with changes 
and integrations required across the systems that help you 
market, sell, provision, bill, and support your services.

Being the one-stop vendor and trusted source of advice 
for cloud-based solutions means that you need to control 
how the apps are sold, managed, provisioned, accessed, 
and invoiced. That control can only come from integration, 
which becomes the biggest (and most expensive) hurdle to 
clear before you can offer not only one or two cloud-based 
services, but the broad portfolio they need to encourage them 
to consolidate around one vendor.

T H R E E - Q UA RT E RS  O F  U . S .  S M B S 
US E  SA A S

SaaS penetration within U.S. SMBs more than 
doubled between 2011 and 2014, and reached 
73 percent in 2016.

Source: Anurag Agrawal, “Within SMBs the larger cloud trend 
is towards deeper use of SaaS,” Techaisle, January 28, 2017.     

INDUSTRY FACT

Defining Digital Transformation 
 

Digital transformation is using new processes to create, manage, and deliver digital products and services 
to enable new business models, reach new customers, and drive more revenue.
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The Big, Expensive Hurdle to 
Cloud Success

Let’s say you plan to initially offer four SaaS solutions to 
your customers. To onboard and integrate the four offerings, 
it could cost your company as much as $500,000 1 for each 
cloud app due to the many point-to-point integrations that 
have to be built and maintained. In addition to the high cost 
of integration, aggregating the four solutions into a cohesive 
offering with marketplace capabilities such as billing, single 
sign on, and centralized management can take as long as 12 
months per app. It’s also not a one-time integration effort. 
The software vendors you partnered with could change their 
APIs at any point, and if they aren’t backward compatible 
(don’t count on it), it means your company will need to 
change the integration with your systems. This could happen 
every few years across the software offerings you’re selling.

 Assuming your company has the deep pockets and the 
skilled resources to take a do-it-yourself approach to 
integrate the four SaaS solutions (and keep them integrated), 
the larger, more strategic question then becomes one of 
scalability. What if you want to expand your cloud services 
portfolio (and you likely will) to include more SaaS 
solutions? You’d need a large, and growing, team dedicated 
to ongoing integration projects with all the software vendors 
you’d like to do business with.   

Given the expense, risk, and time involved, overcoming the 
integration challenge is what separates the winners from the 
losers in the cloud services market today.

Turning Integration into a Non-Issue

There is a faster, less costly, far more scalable way to 
onboard, market, sell, provision, manage, and bill cloud 
services: A one-time, straightforward integration to a third-
party platform with an existing application catalog for your 
company to sell.

An open standards-based platform for cloud commerce gets 
your business over the integration hurdle without the large 
upfront and ongoing investment in one-off integrations. You 
get to market faster, with a more robust portfolio, and with a 
lower total cost of ownership. 

With a cloud services marketplace and management platform, 
you can integrate once to your systems and immediately gain 
access to applications to sell. When the platform is based on 
open standards, it’s easy to add new cloud-based service 
offerings—your own or from other software vendors—with 
minimal integration effort.

Choosing a platform that aggregates multiple products into 
a unified product catalog using a standard format not only 
attracts more developers to your cloud services marketplace, 
but also gives your company the flexibility to add new 
software to your marketplace as the needs of your 
customers change.

“Cloud is one of our growth areas and a 
key element for our strategic mission to 
become the leading service provider for 
businesses in Europe. We’re positioned in 
the market as a kind of trusted advisor 
for business services, so selling cloud 
services is a perfect match for us. We’ve 
been able to build an ecosystem of 
services, one place SME customers can 
go for what they need, which creates 
additional value.”

 —  L u t z  Frö h l i c h ,  S e n i o r  V i c e  P re s i d e n t  fo r  C l o u d    
    S e r v i c e s ,  D e u t s c h e  Te l e ko m

1 Estimate based on a major enterprise company with legacy backend   
  systems and an in-house-developed marketplace.

INDUSTRY INSIGHT
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A B O U T  A PP D I R EC T

AppDirect is the leading platform for selling, distributing, and managing cloud-based products and 
services. Its flexible, modular technology enables organizations of all sizes to get to market quickly 
and cost effectively with an offering that meets their individual business needs. AppDirect-powered 
marketplaces, billing, distribution, reselling, and premium technical support services help providers—
including Comcast, ADP, Zendesk, Deutsche Telekom and others—connect more than 30 million 
businesses to solutions from Microsoft, Google, GoDaddy, and more. AppDirect is headquartered in 
San Francisco with 13 global offices.

CO N TAC T  US

650 California Street, 25th Floor 
San Francisco, CA 94108 
(877) 404-2777

Copyright © 2017 AppDirect Inc.
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Reaching Critical Mass Quickly with a 
Cloud Commerce Platform

For service providers looking for a way to enter the cloud 
services market, integration is often the show stopper—either 
before the effort starts or worse, after a large investment has 
already been made in one or more custom integrations. For 
some service providers, the road to cloud services success 
has been paved with failed custom marketplaces, overrun 
development budgets, many months or even years to bring an 
individual service to market, and disappointed customers.      

There’s one way to clear the integration hurdle and drastically 
reduce the risk, effort, and time-to-market for cloud-based 
services: a third-party cloud service marketplace and 
management platform such as AppDirect. With a cloud 
commerce platform, you can begin executing your cloud 
services strategy in a matter of weeks, delivering all the top-
selling cloud services to your customers with unified identity, 
access, subscription billing, and payment management.

The hard realities of digital transformation will always 
be there. When it comes to SaaS integration, however, a 
platform-based strategy can make them seem not so hard 
after all.

T H E  S W E E T  S POT  W I T H I N  T H E  S M B 
S W E E T  S POT

In an AppDirect of survey of SMBs in the United 
States, 57 percent of those businesses with 101 to 
250 employees say that their solutions are all or 
mostly cloud based.        

Source: AppDirect, “SMB Cloud Service Adoption Report,” 
January 2017.   

INDUSTRY FACT


